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water waves and ripples science is art - first look closely at the surface of the water before the wind comes up it appears
flat but a very close inspection reveals a complex collection of very small waves moving at different speeds in different
directions how small the waves are depends on the environment but there are always some disturbing forces animals sound
leaves falling in the water anything, ocean in motion ekman transport background - once the wind sets surface waters in
motion as a current the coriolis effect ekman transport and the configuration of the ocean basin modify the speed and
direction of the current, wind systems indiana university bloomington - g109 weather and climate 11 wind systems
mesoscale winds katabatic winds katabatic winds cold downslope wind cold air sinks because more dense but still than
lower elevation air it displaces if channeled into narrow valleys high velocities frequently occur at edges of greenland and
antarctic ice sheets, resource earth revealed annenberg learner - this series shows the physical processes and human
activities that shape our planet from earthquakes and volcanoes to the creation of sea floor crusts and shifting river courses
earth revealed offers stunning visuals that explain plate tectonics and other geologic concepts and principles follow
geologists in the field as they explore the primal forces of the earth, data to information ocean motion and surface
currents - view of the ocean from satellites what kind of data do satellites collect although many ships sail the oceans today
depending on them to gather simultaneous oceanographic data from around the globe would not be efficient earth is
composed of dynamic systems that undergo change, glossary of terms s physical geography - sexual reproduction any
process of reproduction that does involve the fusion of gametes shale fine grained sedimentary rock composed of lithified
clay particles shear stress stress caused by forces operating parallel to each other but in opposite directions
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